This report reviews and summarizes available information on the phases and crystal structures of known and predicted high-temperature superconductors (HTS). Materials involving thallium have already exhibited critical temperatures up to 125 K, and techniques have been suggested to increase this value. Recent theoretical efforts • predict that room-temperature superconducting materials, if possible at all, may require different chemical compositions than those oxides presently under investigation. A second part of the report reviews te possible direct use of HTS as infrared sensor elements. This indicates little or no advantage over semiconductors; however, HTS use in the signal-processing circuitry of detector arrays may be highly beneficial. A second (later) report will describe a quantitative analysis on the feasibility of a self-guided probe weapon using superconducting magnetic field gradient sensors. While additional analysis and calculations are still necessary, the tentative conclusion of this Part II report is that an HTS seeker and guidance system may be feasible for the destruction of tanks, ships, submarines, or * other large steel targets. Such a missile would be generally insensitive to the environment or common countermeasures such as flares, camouflage, or smoke screens.
PREFACE
For the FY 1988 CRP effort, two activities are reported herein:
(1) Phase equilibria and crystal structure of known high-temperature superconductors, and (2) Applications to infrared sensor systems.
In a later report an analysis of gradiometer probe use in missile guidance systems for antitank and anti-ship applications will be described. * Some portions of the work were partially supported under two tasks from OSD in FY 1988 (T-D2-509, Army Sensor Applications, and T-D2-566, Superconductivity Issues). The results will be reported to those sponsors with, of course, appropriate credit to the CRP support. 0 This report has not been subjected to formal review.
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ii O ABSTRACT * This report reviews and summarizes available information on the phases and crystal structures of known and predicted high-temperature superconductors (HTS). Materials involving thallium have already exhibited critical temperatures up to 125 K, and techniques have been suggested to increase this value. Recent theoretical efforts predict processing circuitry of detector arrays may be highly beneficial. A second (later) report will describe a quantitative analysis on the feasibility of a self-guided probe weapon using superconducting magnetic field gradient sensors. While additional analysis and calculations are still necessary, the tentative conclusion of this Part I report is that an HTS seeker and guidance system may be feasible for the destruction of tanks, ships, submarines, or other large steel targets. Such a missile would be generally insensitive to the environment or common countermeasures such as flares, camouflage, or smoke screens. One of the highly publicized near-term applications of superconductivity is improved infrared detector systems, a subject on which IDA has a great deal of expertise. A preliminary analysis is given in Chapters IV and V. An DA concept for using HTS magnetic field sensors as a detection and guidance system in an anti-tank (or anti-ship) missile showed promise (Ref. 1). Additional computations, to be published in a subsequent report, tend to support this promise.
I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Known HTS materials are multicomponent oxides (i.e., ceramics) having complicated stability relationships with other compositionally similar, but usually nonsuperconducting, phases. Knowledge of the phase relations, especially involving temperature and oxygen pressure, is essential to gaining insight into optimum processing techniques for these materials. In addition to chemical compositions, the atomic arrangements (or crystal structures) tend to differ from ideal crystallographic forms; this difference (and the understanding of it) will provide the basis for future research intended to create more desirable properties.
*
As of this writing, four major superconducting oxide systems have been discovered (others are known but their critical temperatures are too low to be of interest).
Ii
In chronological order, the first HTS compound is generally acknowledged to be the La-Ba-Cu-O system (T c about 40 K) discovered by Bednorz and Miller (Ref. 2) . The second is the Y-Ba-Cu-O system of which the most studied is YBa2Cu 3 0 6 +x, commonly referred to as the " 1-2-3" compound, which can have (depending on the value of "x") a Tc as high as 95 K (Ref. 3) . The third and fourth compounds are the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O and TiBa-Ca-Cu-O systems. The latter systems are found to exhibit a T as high as 125 K. The phases of these four material systems are discussed in Chapters II and III, which also contain comments about possible future materials.
Considering infrared (IR) detectors, the interest in superconductor detector array * elements lies in the thought that such devices might offer an attractive alternative to doped semiconductors for many applications. In particular, space-based systems, when there are cold targets with a low background, may have to operate in a spectral band up to 20 pim or greater. Since this region presents difficulties for the popular mercury-cadmium-* telluride detectors, extrinsic silicon is usually considered the semiconductor of choice.
Unfortunately, doped Si requires an ambient temperature of around 10 K and thus a relatively heavy and power-consuming cryogenic system is needed. This is undesirable for use on board a satellite. If, on the other hand, HTS detectors could operate in the a temperature range of 20 K to 45 K, the system benefits would be large. It As this type of consideration which provides much of the motivation (especially in the Strategic Defense Initiative program) for developing HTS detectors. In the past, work on LTS detectors has focused on two types of devices: bolometers and so-called direct detectors based on • Josephson junction tunneling effects. While work on HTS detectors continues to involve the same types of devices, it must be remembered that the HTS materials are relatively new and have many unusual properties. It is therefore possible that entirely different IR detection mechanisms might be developed in the future. This possibility will not be S considered in this report, which is concerned with current or near-term devices.
Since a major benefit could accrue to focal plane IR detector arrays (as well as an enormous number of other systems) by the development and use of complex superconducting electronic integrated circuit devices, a short note (Chapter VI) on this 0 subject is included. Another feature that separates these newly discovered HTS oxides from the older materials is that these systems define classes of HTS phases, rather than just one or two • compositions. At least one HTS phase has been identified in the Bi-containing system (a second one is thought to exist as a modification of the first) (Ref. All three materials are structurally similar to each other (and to the Bi-containing HTS compounds), with the 105 K superconductor identified as T12CaBa2Cu2O8+x and the 125 K HTS oxide as T12Ca2Ba2Cu3O10+x. More discussion of how these materials are structurally related to each other will be given in the next section.
HI. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTING OXIDE SYSTEMS S A. IDEAL PEROVSKITE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
The HTS oxides possess, to varying degrees, crystal structures containing blocks that are analogous to the class of materials known as perovskites. An idealized crystal structure is shown by the perovskite unit cell shown in Fig. 3 . Perovskites are chemically expressed by the formula ABX 3 ; a single A cation is located in the center of each unit cell, with eight B cations at each comer and 12 X anions at the middle of all the cube edges.
Since each comer B cation is shared by eight other unit cells (when the cell is repeatedly in all three spatial dimensions) and each edge X anion is shared by four other unit cells, the formula ABX 3 is derived.
In a classic perovskite material, the unit cell symmetry is cubic, but lattice * distortions that slightly displace ions from their equilibrium positions and change the overall crystal symmetry are common (Barium titanate, BaTiO3, commonly used as a dielectric and piezoelectric material, is a well known perovskite that displays such behavior). The structures of the high Tc superconductors, however, differ from the more * conventional perovskites in other significant ways.
B. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF THE HTS OXIDES
When describing the crystal structure of even the simplest of the high T" materials, * its complexity requires envisioning stacks of alternating perovskite unit cells such as seen in Fig. 4 for a "perfect" 1-2-3 compound. A cell containing a centrally located Y (or A) ion and Cu (B) ions at the comers is sandwiched between two similar cells with Ba ions located in the central A sites. Oxygen ions are not shown, but would be located at all edge * midpoints. Oxygen and copper ions are shared uetween adjacent cells. It is this stacking of three or more perovskite-like cells that must be used to define a new "unit cell" for the high Tc oxides, which in this particular case, describes a compound with the formula YBa2Cu309. 
0'
Since the actual HTS oxide known as the 1-2-3 material was found to have the formula YBa2Cu3O 7 ,, it was apparent that defects in the form of missing oxygens were present. The actual oxygen stoichiometry is believed to be dependent on the presence of mixed valency Cu ions, but assuming that the Cu is predominantly in the +2 oxidation state, then the formula for the 1-2-3 oxide is YBa 2 Cu306. 5 . Most researchers believe, however, that this formula is an average, representing a mixture of materials with oxygen stoichiometries of both 6 and 7, with the latter being the superior superconductor. 
9
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The crystal symmetry of the 1-2-3 compound is orthorhombic, as can also be seen With the advent of the Bi-and Tl-based HTS compounds, the task of describing their crystal structures becomes much more complicated. Although the concept of "stacking" perovskite-based subcells of different chemistries still applies, there are other important differences that take these new materials further away from the simple perovskite * unit cell. A sense of this increased complexity can be seen in Fig. 6 , which illustrates the atomic arrangements in the the three thallium-based HTS compounds discovered to date, along with a conjectured fourth compound with an even higher Tc (the bismuth materials discovered so far have analogous stoichiometries, and are thus thought to have identical * crystal structures). Once again, these materials have a three-tiered structure; the outer layers contain mostly oxygen and thallium, while the inner regions consist of one or more stackings of perovskite-like subcells.
Figure 6 also illustrates a feature of these newer, more complex HTS oxides that may provide a clue to the superconducting mechanism in these materials, especially with regard to ever higher Tc values: the existence of stacks of tvo-dimensional copper-oxygen planes. In the 2-0-2-1 (TI:Ca:Ba:Cu ratio) material containing no calcium, there is only one Cu-O plane, while the 2-1-2-2 and 2-2-2-3 materials have two and three stacked planes,
•respectively.
In each case, the increased number of Cu-O planes occurs with a warmer Tc value, leading to speculation that the presence of more of these planes is a key to raising Tc even further (hence the extrapolation in Fig. 6 to a fourth 2-3-2-4 compound with Tc estimated at 150 K). In addition, these newer Bi and TI ITS materials lack a feature 0) present in the yttrium 1-2-3 compound that was previously thought to be essential to superconductivity in these oxides; linear copper-oxygen chains (not illustrated in Figs 
where C is the heat capacity of the material (JK -1)
K is the thermal conductance between the element and a heat reservoir (WK-1 )
P is the thermal power generated by 12 Rd heating (W)
A0 is an incremental increase in the power of the incident radiation (W) e is the detector emissivity (-).
The rate of change of Joule heating with temperature. dP/dT, depends upon the details of the biasing circuit. However, by assuming an effective thermal conductance given by
• K e =-K-_d dT equation (1) can be written as
40 dt The solution of equation (2) is
where T (= C/Ke) is the thermal time constant of the device. For typical bolometers, r lies in the range of milliseconds to seconds. Since the first term in equation (3) represents a * transient which (under normal operating conditions) can be neglected with no loss of generality, the change in temperature of the bolometer due to the incident radiation can be written as
From equation (4) it follows that in order to maximize AT, Ke must be small and co << 1.
Thus, the detector's thermal coupling to its surroundings as well as its heat capacity should * be as small as possible.
Having determined the increase in temperature produced by the incident radiation, it is necessary to calculate the resulting change in the bolometer's resistance. This in turn determines the detector's output and so its responsivity. The fractional change in resistance * due to a change in temperature is given by
where a is the temperature coefficient of resistance. For a simple biasing configuration (Fig. 7) , the output signal is
where RL is the load resistance and VB is the bias voltage. Since the detector's responsivity is defined as
it follows from equations (4)-(6) that impedance of the amplifier, its value is somewhat limited. Moreover, as Rd increases, both the Johnson noise and the RC time constant (due to the stray capacitance of the connecting leads) of the device will increase. Likewise, increasing the bias current increases the detector's 1/f noise. Finally, the temperature coefficient of resistance is, to a large extent, determined by the choice of detector material. Thus, although Rd, IB, and a must be optimized, minimizing Ke and C provides the most direct way to improve device performance.
In order to determine the detector's sensitivity, it is necessary to consider the various noise sources that affect its performance. These can be divided into three categories: background (or radiation) noise, noise within the detector itself, and noise associated with the electronics following the detector. Begin by considering the background noise. Af is the electrical bandwidth of the system (Hz)
The amount of background radiation present is determined by both the angular acceptance of the optical system and the bandpass of any filters used. The noise voltage as a function of background temperature for a 0.2 sr angular acceptance is shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 9 shows the noise voltage as a function of the angular acceptance for a background temperature of 300 K. Since the background temperature is fixed by the scenario in which the detector must operate, the only means left to the designer for controlling the level of background noise is the angular acceptance of the optical system. These decisions must be made on the basis of system level considerations. 
where Td is the temperature of the detector and Rd is its resistance. Thermal noise results from fluctuations in the temperature of the device, caused by either radiative or conductive exchange with the surroundings. These fluctuations produce fluctuations in the signal voltage given by
where K is the thermal conductance. The Johnson and thermal noise are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 10 . Typical operating parameters for semiconductor bolometer have been used for these calculations, and are listed in Table 1 . As can be seen in Fig. 10 , while Johnson noise dominates at low temperatures, as the temperature is increased the detector's performance is eventually determined by thermal noise in the device. From equations (9) and (10) it can be seen that the temperature at which thermal noise dominates is proportional to the detector's resistance (Rd). So as Rd goes to zero (as would be the case for a superconducting bolometer), this temperature also goes to zero.
Thus, the fundamental limit to the performance of a superconducting bolometer is given by the thermal noise in the device. The implications of this fact with regard to bolometers fabricated from HTS materials will be discussed below.
Both thermal and Johnson noise will occur in an ideal detector. In any real device there will be additional noise sources, the most important of which is known as 1/f noise. * Although the mechanism for this noise source is not well understood, it is characterized by a 1/f power spectrum and is observed to increase with increasing bias voltage. Thus, this component of the total noise can play an important role in the performance of thermal detectors. However, it can be minimized by the proper design and choice of operating * characteristics and will not be considered further here.
Finally, there is noise associated with the electronics which follows the detector. With the development of low-noise field effect transistor (FET) amplifiers, this noise source is not as significant as it was in the past, and so will be ignored in what follows.
Assuming that the noise sources are statistically independent, it is possible to write the total noise voltage as A useful figure of merit for infrared detectors is the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), which is defined as that value of signal power required o produce a signal-to-noise ratio of unity. It can be shown that
NP Va
NEP -R (12)
0
where Vn is the noise voltage [given by equation (11)] and R is the detector's responsivity.
In low background conditions the detector is limited by either Johnson noise or thermal noise. In such cases, the ultimate sensitivity of the device can be significantly 0 improved if it is cooled to a very low temperature (cf. Fig. 10 ). Moreover, as the operating temperature is lowered, the material's temperature coefficient of resistance increases and its specific heat decreases. These also contribute to a higher responsivity.
B. SUPERCONDUCTING BOLOMETERS
To capitalize on the above effects, some of the first cooled bolometers used superconducting elements. To date, three types of superconducting bolometers have been developed. The transition edge bolometer is operated at a temperature within the material's * transition region. Due to the abruptness of the transition, the temperature coefficient of resistance is quite large, and so the small temperature change produced by the absorbed radiation causes a dramatic change in the resistance of the detector. It is important to note that extremely good temperature control is required in order to maintain the device at the 0 transition temperature. In addition to this device, two other types of superconducting bolometers have been built. The semiconductor-normal metal superconductor (SNS) bolometer uses the temperature dependence of the Josephson current in an SNS junction. Related to this is a third device, known as the superconductor insulator normal (SIN) * bolometer, which utilizes the temperature dependence of the quasi-particle current through a superconductor-insulator-normal metal junction. Except for the junctions involved, the construction of the SNS and SIN devices is similar to that shown in Fig. 11 for the transition-edge bolometer. This device consists of a thin film deposited onto a sapphire * substrate, which is covered on the opposite side with a thin bismuth film to absorb the incident radiation. These so-called composite bolometers were designed to achieve smaller thermal conductances (thereby improving device sensitivity), while maintaining reasonable thermal time constants. Table 2 shows the performance that has been achieved to date with the various types of bolometers. As mentioned above, the theoretical limit of the NEP is determined by the thermal noise in the device, i.e.,
0
(NEP) = 14kBT 2 K
(13)
Note that the measured values of NEP are given in terms of the electrical (as opposed to optical) power dissipated. Due to the poor coupling between the detector and the radiation field, the optical NEP is roughly a factor of two higher than the electrical NEP. For 0 comparison, a low-temperature, gallium-doped germanium bolometer is also included. As can be seen, the transition edge and SNS devices have sensitivities comparable to the semiconductor bolorneter. In fact, both superconducting and non-superconducting detectors have nearly ideal NEPs. From equation (13) it follows that further advances depend on 5 building devices with small thermal conductances. However, in order to maintain a reasonable frequency response, such improvements must be accompanied by 2 lower heat capacities. Some possibilities along these lines include replacing the bismuth absorber with a thinner chromium film and the sapphire substrate with diamond (diamond has a specific heat roughly a factor of 10 less than that of sapphire). At some point, however, the heat capacity of the film will dominate, and so limit these improvements.
It has recently been suggested that bolometers be fabricated from high-temperature * superconducting materials. It is important to realize, however, that certain trade-offs are implicit in such a decision. On the one hand, the ultimate sensitivity of such a device would be less than that of more conventional bolometers. This is due to two effects. First, the heat capacity of these materials is somewhat larger than that of conventional * superconductors. At the point where the heat capacity of the film limits the device performance, it follows that using high temperature superconductors would in fact lessen the ultimate sensitivity. A more important consideration, however, concerns the temperatures at which devices based on these new materials would operate. As discussed 
C. CONCLUSIONS
Although low-temperature superconducting materials can be used to fabricate * •extremely sensitive bolometers for low background conditions, the situation does not look as promising for bolometers made from high-temperature superconductors. The problem in the latter case involves poor performance resulting from increased thermal noise. Although it is possible that system level considerations (such as the weight and power * required by the cryogenic system) could outweigh the lower performance, the consensus seems to be that bolometers fabricated from high-temperature superconductors do not hold much promise. It should be noted in this context that there are numerous efforts underway to develop uncooled (i.e., room temperature) bolometric devices. It would be interesting to
• compare the performance of these detectors with bolometers based on high-temperature superconductors. 
where VL is the average phonon frequency, M is the matrix element of the scattering interaction and p(Ef) is the density of states for electrons at the Fermi energy. Thus, the decrease in the pair interaction energy (M) causes a decrease in the superconducting energy gap.
The Josephson current across the junction can be written as a function of the energy
• where
A(T) is the energy gap (J)
e is the charge on the electron (Coulomb) 0 Rn is the normal state resistance of the junction (Ohm)
T is the temperature of the junction (K). * Assuming that this equation holds in the non-equilibrium state, it can be seen that decreasing the superconducting gap will in turn change the I-V characteristics of the junction. Thus, when such a device is current biased, its voltage is sensitive to infrared radiation.
• It has recently been suggested (Ref.
25) that IR detection in Josephson Junction
devices is due to a thermnl mechanism. This idea deserves a brief mention. The original work in this area was done in 1971 by L.R. Testardi (Ref. 26) . By studying the dc resistance of superconducting Pb films subjected to pulsed laser light, he concluded that for * T < Tc the observed superconducting-to-normal transition induced by the radiation could not be accounted for by sample heating. Instead, he suggested that excess (i.e., nonequilibrium) quasi-particles created by photon pair-breaking were responsible. For T >_ Tc, on the other hand, Testardi found that thermal effects do in fact dominate the material's • optical response. Following this, C.S. Owen and D.J. Scalapino calculated the energy gap of a BCS superconductor in which an excess quasi-particle density is maintained by a radiation field (Ref. 27). It was assumed that the quasi-particles are in equilibrium among themselves in a Fermi-Dirac distribution characterized by some chemical potential (which is not equal to that of the Cooper pairs) and a temperature equal to the lattice temperature.
They showed that for T < Tc, the energy gap as a function of the excess quasi-particle density can be written as
A_= 1-2n
where A is the energy gap of the material in its non-equilibrium state, AO is the energy gap at zero temperature, and n is the excess quasi-particle number in units of 4p(Ef)Ao, i.e.,
• n= N-NT
p(Ef) AO
where 0 N is the total quasi-particle density (cm -3 )
NT is the thermal equilibrium quasi-particle density (cm -3 ) p(Ef) is the electronic density of states at the Fermi level (cm 3 eV-1 ).
•0 This model was confirmed in 1972 by Parker and Williams (Ref. 28) . These experiments, which involved laser illuminated tunnel junctions, found both a decrease in the energy gap and an increase in the quasi-particle chemical potential upon illumination. Since this * original work, further research has also confirmed these results. Thus, one must conclude that for devices operated at temperatures below the critical temperature, the optical response is due to the creation of excess quasi-particles and not to a thermal mechanism. material behave like weak-link junctions and so these films can be thought of as random network of Josephson Junctions. The detectors, which operate at temperatures less than 7 K, have a spectral bandwidth of 50 gtm to 500 jim. The observed sensitivity of the film * decreases with decreasing wavelengths. In fact, at visible wavelengths, the responsivity of the device was roughly two orders of magnitude lower than it was for infrared radiation.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This is due to the fact that the optical absorption in the superconducting film decreases with decreasing wavelengths. In addition to this broad bandwidth, the devices were relatively * fast, having response times less than 1 ns. The sensitivity of the film was measured with a pulsed laser operating at a wavelength of 385 .m and a power level of 1 W. The responsivity was estimated to be about 0.2 V/W. The NRL group claimed that since the thickness of the film used in these experiments was only 7 nm, it may be possible to * increase the responsivity by increasing the film thickness, thereby increasing the absolute absorption in the material. The rms noise voltage was measured (with only ambient radiation present and the device current biased) with a lock-in amplifier and was found to be indistinguishable from the noise voltage of the measurement system. This gave an * upper bound on the noise level of 0.1 ^tV. Based on these measurements, a noise equivalent power of approximately 5 x 10-7 W was reported. Unfortunately, the NRL measurement of the detector noise was too crude to be useful in predicting the ultimate performance of their device.
* Workers at NITs
Electrical Communications Laboratory in Japan recently reported using a perovskite-type thin film superconductor, BaPbl-x Bix 03, as an optical detector (Ref. 30) . As in the NbN/BN case, the grain boundaries in the material behave as weaklink devices, and so are responsible for the direct detection of the IR radiation. The * Japanese began this work by studying the optical properties of the material. In particular they measured the reflectivity and absorption coefficient for wavelengths between roughly 1 and 20 gm. The dominant feature of this data is the plasma frequency, which occurs at 0.8 pLm (BaPbBiO has a carrier concentration of -1021 cm-3 , which is roughly two orders of magnitude less than most metals). For X > 0.8 .m, the material exhibits a high absorption coefficient (-105 cm -1 ) and a low reflection coefficient (-60 percent) over a * large spectral band. However, if one assumes that the optical properties obey a Drude-like theory, (in which the absorption coefficient goes as 1/o2 for frequencies greater than or equal to the plasma frequency) a X = 0.8 pm plasma edge suggests lower absorption for visible light and hence fairly low performance in this part of the spectrum. The BaPbBiO device was operated at a temperature of 6 K. Although the experiment was restricted to wavelengths from 1 gim to 8 im, the 1 meV energy gap of this material suggests that the spectral bandwidth could be extended past 500 P.m. The responsivity of this detector, which was measured with a diode laser operating at 1.3 pm, was reported as 104 V/W. A detectivity of D* -3.0 x 1010 cm Hzl/ 2 /W was estimated on the basis of a theoretical speculation concerning the noise in the device. Because the noise in these devices is not well understood, this value is highly suspect. Finally, the frequency response for the BaPbBiO device was quite high, with response times less than 1 ns. * Note that care must be taken when comparing these numbers to the NRL results. Not only was the film thickness roughly a factor of 20 different, but (more importantly) the two measurements were done in different spectral regions: the NRL results were obtained for X -500 prn whereas the Japanese work was performed at , -5 pm. Needless to say, The Japanese results are very encouraging in light of the discovery of high temperature superconductivity in the compounds La2-xBaxCuO4 and YBa2Cu307-x. Like BaPbPBiO, these materials have a low electron concentration, low reflectivity, and a high * absorption coefficient in the infrared and hence may also be sensitive IR detectors. showed that the noise voltage was proportional to the square root of the bias current, thereby indicating that the noise was in fact shot noise. Workers at NRL believe that this noise arose from non-ohmic electrical contacts to the device. Thus, as has been the case with all of the work reported to date on the performance of superconducting tunnel junction IR detectors, there is no clue concerning the intrinsic noise sources in these devices.
Without such data it is impossible to assess the fundamental limits on the performance of these novel IR detectors.
The Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) has recently begun funding work at Stanford University on superconducting IR detectors. Early in the first phase of * this work they were able to control the orientation and microstructure of thin films of YBa2Cu 3 O.x, and found that the electrical and optical properties of the different films were quite diverse. Thus, it was decided to prepare numerous films, each with a wellcharacterized microstructure and then to compare their optical properties. Although this 0 work is currently in progress, some results have been obtained. The optical properties of the so-called "123 compounds" seem to be very similar to those of BaPbBiO. In particular the reflection spectra can be explained by a simple Drude theory with a plasma edge at 2.6 eV (7, = 0.5 gtm) (Ref. 33). Thus, in the spectral range 2 gm < X < 10 pgm the 0 reflectivity falls slowly from 90 percent (at 10 gtm) to 60 percent (at 2 p.m). As one approaches the plasma edge, it begins to fall faster and then levels out to roughly 10 percent in the visible portion of the spectrum. While this sounds promising for potential applications in the visible, it should be remembered that if the absorption also behaves * according to a Drude theory, it will fall off as 1/0 2 in the visible. Thus, the device performance in this part of the spectrum may be considerably worse.
It should be noted that large sample-to-sample variations in the optical properties of these materials were observed, despite the fact that the films showed very similar transport * properties. There appear to be two main reasons for this variation. First, the as-grown films often have non-superconducting phases on their surfaces. By removing this impurity phase, a high reflectance can be obtained. The second source of variability involves the different orientations of the various grains present in the films. This anisotropy in the 0 optical properties is particularly severe for mid-IR radiation--it decreases as the photon energy is increased and essentially disappears for X < 6000 A.
The Stanford group has also determined that the optical penetration depth for mid-IR radiation is around 1000 A. For lower frequencies, this depth decreases due to free carrier absorption. This suggests that for optimum device performance one should use 29 films whose thickness is 1000 A or less. This is in contrast to previous work which suggested 1 to 10 pm as the optimum thickness.
Another effort funded by AFOSR is being carried out by Westinghouse. This work will be divided into three phases and will stretch over the next two years. In the initial phase Westinghouse hopes to develop both a patterning process for high-temperature * superconducting thin films and low-resistance, low-noise contacts for these materials. They will also start measuring the optical response of currently available thin films. At present, 90 percent of this initial phase has been completed. In particular, pattern linewidths of 5 .un are now routine and (more importantly) the patterning process does not * degrade the superconducting properties of the thin films. Unfortunately, the optical response of the devices is somewhat disappointing in that only a bolometric response has been observed. Westinghouse attributes this to the absence of any weak-link structure in the films. Preliminary measurements at X = 0.6 pIm gave a responsivity of 2000 V/W and a
• detectivity of 107 cm Hz 1 /2 W-1. Because these results are preliminary, Westinghouse is unable to account for the high noise levels that are dominating device performance. They are, however, currently refining their noise measurement capabilities.
The second phase of the Westinghouse effort involves investigating the correlations * between the film's granularity and its optical and superconducting properties. In particular they hope to be able to "dope" the grain boundaries in the material in order to control the nature of the intergrain (i.e., Josephson) coupling. This research is currently in progress and no results have been reported. The final phase of this work will involve comparing the • performance of IR detectors based on high-temperature superconducting materials with semiconductor devices.
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has recently received a grant from SDIO to study IR detectors based upon high-temperature superconducting materials. This work will include various materials systems and will involve thin film materials development as well as detector characterization. To date, LANL has made a 3 x 3 test array in order to determine how to make low noise contacts to these materials. Although no performance data has yet been taken with this device, they were able to make low noise contacts to the test array. This result, coupled with that from Westinghouse, suggests that making contact to this material may not be as difficult as originally thought. In order to do further testing low noise pre-amps will be required. For this aspect of the work LANL will be teaming with Aerospace Corporation. With a low noise front-end they will be able to investigate the intrinsic sources of noise in these devices. The importance of such measurements cannot 30 be overestimated--without an understanding of the intrinsic noise in these devices it is 0 impossible to determine the fundamental limits on the performance of superconducting IR detectors.
D. CONCLUSIONS * The situation for direct superconductor IR detectors is not clear. As is well known, the ultimate performance of any IR detector occurs when the noise generated by the fluctuations in the background flux incident on the device is larger than the thermally generated noise within the detector itself. This suggests that the detector noise, not its 0 responsivity, drives device performance. The responsivity is important only in that it must be large enough to ensure that the sensor is not system noise limited. This fact seems to have escaped many investigators currently working in this field. As a result, the only measurements reported to date involve the detector's responsivity, with only lip service 1 being given to noise measurements. In the case of HTS IR detectors this lack of data is especially troublesome. Recall that these devices are being sold on the premise that they will allow higher temperature operation. But the operating temperature for any IR detector is determined by the amount of thermal noise that can be tolerated for a given application.
P
•
To date, there has been no satisfactory work reported in this area. Until this question is resolved, other efforts in this field seem premature. With this in mind, IDA has recently begun to consider the thermal noise in superconducting IR detectors. While the results are interesting, they are very preliminary and will be reported later.
•0
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VI. A NOTE ON SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRONICS
It has been remarked that one of the most important applications of high temperature superconductivity in infrared detection may be in the area of signal processing. A typical focal plane array requires the following "backplane electronics": SThe first three items are, in general, located on the focal plane and so are operated at cryogenic temperatures. In order to achieve a total power dissipation of less than 1 W, it is necessary that each channel of the device dissipate something less than 10 1W. Given their high speed and low power dissipation, superconducting electronics would be ideally suited 0 for such applications. Moreover, since the A/D converters in these systems consume far too much power to be located on the focal plane, the analog signals must be brought out of the dewar to the remaining electronics. The capacitance of these leads can invite a variety of problems. If the A/D converter could be fabricated with superconducting materials, it could be moved onto the focal plane, thereby greatly simplifying the sensor. It is important to note that this would be an important contribution to any IR system, regardless of the type of detector. Unfortunately, fabricating low-noise Josephson Junction devices is difficult, even with conventional superconductors. Thus, such applications will be realized in hightemperature superconductors only in the long term. One interesting possibility along these lines might be to use a semiconductor detector (such as extrinsic silicon), and lowtemperature superconducting materials for the signal processing. This combination would be achievable in a much more realistic time frame. 
